The Caravan of Good Governance aims to raise awareness among the Filipino people, particularly the youth, on the best practices of good governance based on the experiences of the Kaya Natin! champions.

During the forums, each of the speakers talks about a different but significant governance issue that affects everyone. Padaca urges the youth to be more proactive in political matters by registering to vote and volunteering for election watchdog groups to ensure the sanctity of the ballots. Robredo stresses the significance of a participative and transparent government, where the people have a say in the issues that affect them and where they can see and know how the local government spends the budget allocated for them. Panlilio shares his experience in collecting quarry taxes, how honesty in a corrupt government is still possible albeit extremely difficult. Lorenzo, mayor of a former fourth class-turned-second class municipality, represents other small towns and demonstrates that it is possible to win an election by campaigning on the grounds of a participative government rather than through posters and other paraphernalia. Native Ifugao Baguilat advocates the preservation of Ifugao culture and heritage, and implements programs in his province that promote tourism, education, and love for their native culture.

Kaya Natin! hopes that every Filipino would be empowered to choose effective, ethical, and empowering leaders for the country. During every forum, we ask the audience to fill out a volunteer form if they would like to take part in the campaign for good governance. Among the projects that these volunteers can help out with are updating the website (kayanatin.com), setting up local Kaya Natin! chapters in their areas, helping to identify more Champions, and making sure that the current Champions remain true to the ideals of the movement—effective delivery of basic services to the poor, ethical means of running the government, and empowering leadership that involves the people.

More than this is the organization’s hope that someday soon the Filipinos will be run by leaders who are both effective and ethical. The sheer number of invitations and volunteers we get is an indication that the Filipinos are hungry for change and good leaders. This may mark the beginnings of an empowered citizenry, which will then lead to an informed and wiser electorate. Kaya ng Pinoy maging magaling at mabuting pinuno; kaya ng Pinoy pumili ng tama. Kaya Natin!